Mexico and countries in Eastern Europe are perceived as having the greatest corruption.

**Four Costliest Natural Disasters 2014**

- **$4.88 Billion** - Drought in Brazil
- **$9.35 Billion** - Tropical Cyclone Hudhud in India
- **$11.9 Billion** - Flooding in India & Pakistan
- **$6.6 Billion** - Japan Winter Weather

**Political Risk**

- **Extreme**
- **Low**
- **High**
- **No Data**

**Unfair Labor Practices**

Areas/countries of forced labor

**Our Facility Has Capacity (sq. ft.)**

- 15K 2010
- 35K 2011
- 71K 2015

**Our Employee Family is Growing**

- 105 2011
- 110 2012
- 130 2013
- 152 2014
- +265 2015

**Our Talent Pool is Exceptional**

**Happiness**

The Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index ranks Holland second in health and well-being in the nation - beating out cities in Hawaii, California and Utah.

**Commitment**

EBWE team members are well-trained, experienced and committed to producing high quality products. Our attrition rate is virtually nil, and our attendance averages 98.7% over three shifts.

**EBW Electronics**

13110 Ransom Street
Holland, Michigan 49424
(616) 786-0575         ebwe.com